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1,247 on UM honor roll; 300 earn straight A's
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MISSOULA--

A total of 1,247 University of Montana students are listed on the winter quarter honor roll, including 300 who earned straight A's. The total number earning honor roll status represents 15 per cent of the winter quarter gross enrollment of 8,298. Fifty-five more students earned straight A's during winter quarter than in the fall, when 245 straight-A recipients were listed.

Grading is on a 4.00 or straight-A basis at UM.

To be eligible for the UM honor roll, a student must have either a minimum of 54 grade points with an index of 3.00 (B average) or a minimum of 42 grade points with an index of 3.50 (B-plus average). No student is eligible for inclusion on the honor roll if he has a grade of F on his current record.